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INTRODUCTION

transferred purchasing power from workers, who spend
most of their income on goods and services, to elites, who
prefer to accumulate financial assets. — Michael Pettis

Michael Pettis is a professor of finance at Peking University, where he has been teaching since
2004, and Senior Associate at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. Before Peking
University, he taught two years at Tsinghua University, and before that nine years at the Business
School and the School of International and Public Affairs at Columbia University. In China his
research has focused mainly on Chinese financial markets, global trade and capital flows, and
central banking.
Pettis spent seventeen years before that on Wall Street running fixed-income trading and capital
markets desks. During this time, he has advised the Mexican government on the privatization of
the national banking system, the Macedonian government on its commercial bank debt
restructuring, the South Korean government on its 1998 commercial bank debt restructuring, and
various Latin American governments on their debt issuance strategies.
Pettis’ blog, China Financial Markets, was ranked by the Wall Street Journal as one of the top
fifteen economic blogs worldwide and Bloomberg-BusinessWeek included him in its 2016 listing of
The 50 Most Influential People in the World.

WHY DO I CARE?
I’ve been following Michael’s work for a long time. He is one of the key people I’ve relied on when
preparing for any episode on China. He’s one of those guys who came into academia from the
private sector and along the way became rather enamored with focusing on balance of payments
and using the framework of accounting identities in order to understand macro phenomena in the
economy. He does a very good job of explaining the constellation of forces that have driven the
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divergence of wealth across the globe in the last Where the distribution of incomes is such as to
forty years, and which have also contributed to enable all classes of the nation to convert their
the deindustrialization of American industry, the felt wants into an effective demand for
insolvency of German banks, & the growth of commodities, there can be no over-production,
Chinese ghost cities. According to Pettis, the no under-employment of capital and labour, and
roots of all of these phenomena can be traced no necessity to fight for foreign markets. . . . The
back to an imbalance of payments among net struggle for markets, the greater eagerness of
consumers of capital and net providers of it. producers to sell than of consumers to buy, is
These imbalances are not bilateral; they are the crowning proof of a false economy of
multilateral. They are part of a complex system distribution. Imperialism is the fruit of this false
of trade and financial flows between and among economy. . . . The only safety of nations lies in
countries over time. The longer these removing the unearned increments of income
imbalances last, the more chronic and sever the from the possessing classes and adding them
effects become. Reversing the imbalances, to the wage-income of the working classes or to
however, is equally difficult the longer they have the public income, in order that they may be
been around and the bigger they have grown. spent in raising the standard of consumption. —
China is the prime example of what happens John A. Hobson, Imperialism: A Study (1902)
when a country doubles down, time after time,
on a growth model that favors one side of the balance sheet (savings side & investment side) at
the expense of the other (consumption-side). Germany is another example. America on the other
hand has managed to favor consumption at the expense of savings year after year for almost 40
years straight.
The thesis of Michael and his co-author Matthew Klein’s latest book is that “rising inequality within
countries heightens trade conflicts between them.” He does not believe that the world is destined
to endure a zero-sum conflict between nations or economic blocs. Chinese and Germans are not
evil, nor do we live in a world where countries can only prosper at others’ expense. The problems
of the past few decades do not have their roots in geopolitical conflict or incompatible national
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characters. Rather, they have been caused by massive transfers of income to the rich and the
companies they control. Regular people everywhere are being deprived of purchasing power—and
tricked by chauvinists and opportunists into believing that their interests are fundamentally at odds.
A global conflict between economic classes within countries is being misinterpreted as a series of
conflicts between countries with competing interests. The danger is a repetition of the 1930s, when
a breakdown of the international economic and financial order undermined democracy and
encouraged virulent nationalism. Back then, the consequences were war, revolution, and genocide.
. . . Yet there is no economic conflict between America and China as countries. The Chinese people
are not the enemy. Rather, there is a conflict between economic classes within China that has
spilled over into the United States. Systematic transfers of wealth from Chinese workers to Chinese
elites distort the Chinese economy by strangling purchasing power and subsidizing production at
the expense of consumption. That, in turn, distorts the global economy by creating gluts of
manufactured goods and by bidding up the prices of stocks, bonds, and real estate. Chinese
underconsumption destroys jobs elsewhere, while inflated asset values lead to devastating cycles
of booms, busts, and debt crises. . . .Over the past few years, Europe, not China, has become the
biggest threat to the world economy, and for similar reasons: governments, first in Germany and
then across the continent, have raised taxes on consumption, slashed labor market protections,
and pushed millions of people into low-paying part-time jobs. Today, the global impact of Europe’s
internal distortions is about as large as the impact of China’s imbalances at their peak on the eve
of the 2008 financial crisis. According to Pettis, “the challenge is an intellectual one (getting people
to appreciate this perspective) and a political one (defeating entrenched interests that benefit from
the status quo).”

QUESTIONS
Historical Analogues — In the 1920s, rich Americans were the source of a massive supply glut
and it was the Europeans who were forced to absorb it. Today, China, Japan, and Germany are
the sources of excess supply with the United States acting as a sink for foreign gluts. In the late
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nineteenth century, the 1920s, and today, the The financial innovations that led to
harm caused by extremely unequal income massive British capital outflows to Latin
distributions was spread to other countries through America in the early 1820s, for example,
the global trade and financial systems. Q: Have we were directly connected to Britain’s massive
ever seen the global economy similarly distorted to trade surpluses with Latin America during
how it is today with such levels of rising inequality the same period. These trade relations
income, wealth, and power?
cannot be explained by analyses of British
Theoretical Foundations — You devote an entire manufacturing efficiency or the comparative
chapter to exploring how international trade has advantages of Latin American producers.
changed from roughly the end of the Napoleonic The better explanation is that financial flows
Wars until the onset of the great depression. Q: across borders transformed economies and
What is the theoretical foundation (theories of pushed them to adjust how much they
David Ricardo’s comparative advantage) of imported and exported. — Michael Pettis
neoliberalism? Q: How do those theories relate to
how the modern world actually functions?
Vulnerable to Decline in Trade — One of the great lessons of Smoot-Hawley was that countries
with large trade surpluses have them only because they cannot consume all they produce, which
makes them extremely vulnerable to a decline in international trade. Q: Which countries are most
vulnerable to a decline in international trade today?
Capital Mobility & Financial Flows — The mobility of capital and the speed with which it can
move in and out of countries has had distorting and damaging effects over the last forty years. It
has created many imbalances and instigated many international debt & currency crises. Both Harry
Dexter White and John Maynard Keynes—main
architects of the international post-war economic &
monetary order—were concerned about capital
mobility and the ways in which huge capital
movements in the prewar period had distorted
global trade and created massive imbalances,
especially in the United Kingdom and the United
States. Q: How important is the mobility of capital
in explaining the source of the imbalances in global
trade? Q: What accounts for this mobility? Q: What
can be done to rectify the problem?
The Role of Savings — In order to understand
what drives international capital flows one needs to
first understand what drives savings. Long-term
growth is determined mainly by the growth of
productive investment, which is necessarily funded
by savings, but a country can have more or less
savings than it needs for investment purposes, and
so it must import or export the difference. The
savings rate of any country is determined
therefore, not by cultural factors or attitudes toward
thrift, but rather by how income is distributed
domestically. Q: What determines the savings rate
of any particular country? Q: How does this differ
from how most people conceptualize savings and
the forces responsible for a country’s savings rate?
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Trickle-down Growth — The logic of the Scarcity stopped being a serious problem in the rich
high-savings model that forces down world sometime near the last quarter of the twentieth
consumption means that ordinary people century. Making things has become easier and
end up spending less in order for the cheaper than ever before. Shortages have been
government and businesses can spend replaced with gluts. The age-old tradeoff between
more. Done correctly, this investment consuming more today and producing more
raises ordinary people’s living standards tomorrow is gone. Investment is now constrained by
even as their share of economic output insufficient consumption, rather than by the old
declines. The high-savings model is competition for resources. — Michael Pettis
therefore the original version of trickledown growth. This model works only when (1) there is need for additional investment and (2) that
investment can be allocated efficiently and with limited malinvestment. Underdeveloped countries
by definition lack the institutions and cultural practices to allocate capital and resources as
effectively as developed countries. Even if fraud and malfeasance were not an issue, it takes time
to build the knowhow to allocate capital on a scale similar to a developing nation. It doesn’t happen
overnight. Q: Where have we seen the high-savings model deployed effectively? Q: What accounts
for the success of countries that have managed this (including the “hand-off” to consumer ledgrowth) effectively?
Savings Tail Wagging the Dog — The first time I heard the term “savings glut” was when Alan
Greenspan used it to explain the “Bond Yield Conundrum,” which describes the phenomenon seen
in the mid-2000’s of long-term interest rates remaining low despite the Federal Reserve having
progressively raised short-term interest rates. Greenspan explain this in terms of a “savings glut”
coming primarily from Asian economies, which was driving down the cost of credit and driving up
asset markets. Q: How can we know whether or not it is the demand for savings or their abundant
supply that is the force driving over-consumption and over-investment in countries that are netimporters of capital? Q: How is this imbalance in global savings really an imbalance in the allocation
of capital within a country’s boarders? (i.e. the wealth gap & regressive wealth transfers)
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Healthy or Dangerous Imbalances — Two things determine whether an imbalance is healthy or
dangerous: how the money is raised and how the money is spent. Ideally, richer countries make
direct equity investments in poorer ones with lots of potential, as in the case of South Korea. In the
past few decades, however, surplus countries have been lenders, rather than shareholders, while
deficit countries have often been mature economies that lack useful projects in need of outside
funding. The result has been debt booms wasted on boondoggles. People in both the surplus
countries and the deficit countries have lost out from this exchange. Although some of this can be
blamed on insufficient regulation in the countries on the receiving end of these financial flows, the
bigger problem is that the flows are too large and go to the wrong places. Popular antipathy to trade
therefore stems from the failure of international capital to go where it is needed in forms that are
useful. This in turn can be blamed on policies in surplus countries that steadily transfer income and
wealth from workers to elites. Because the rich have higher saving rates, the effect has been to
shift purchasing power away from goods and services to financial assets. Not finding enough
additional financial as- sets to buy in their home country, the rich invest their additional wealth
abroad. Everyone else is deprived of income they could have used to buy additional imports. The
result is that inequality within countries can cause imbalances between them. Q: How do we know
where an imbalance is healthy or not? Q: What determines the right amount of investment for any
particular economy?
Bilateral Trade-flows — Q: How meaningful are bilateral trade flows in a world where everyone is
trading with everyone else and supply chains often include multiple countries for the assembly of a
single product?
Tax Arbitrage & Avoidance — Q: How important are tax considerations in explaining the
decisions of companies to move HQ’s or parts of their operation to different countries? Q: How
does this distort the trade data? Q: How regressive is the US tax code?
Exorbitant Burden — Despite sharing many of the wealth distribution characteristics and capital
favoring incentives of a surplus country like Germany, the United States has counterintuitively and
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consistently run current account deficits. What Not all economies can absorb equal
accounts for this is the unique, robust foreign appetite amounts of investment productively.
for U.S. assets, without which no sustained current Societies are not poor because they lack
account deficit would be possible. That appetite, in buildings, machines, and other forms of
turn, can be explained by the special role that physical capital. Rather, they usually
American sovereign debt and related obligations have lack capital because they are poor, and
come to play in the international financial system. Q: they are poor because their institutions
Where did the robust foreign appetite for US assets prevent them from absorbing investment
and thus USDs come from? Q: How does this appetite and labor as productively as they
for US assets translate into a large and chronic current otherwise might. — Michael Pettis
account deficit? (e.g. pre-and-post-Bretton Woods)
Post-Bretton Woods — Q: Could the US have sustained gold convertibility in 1971 without
worsening the imbalances between the supply of dollars and the claims on official gold reserves?
Q: What type of adjustments to the Bretton woods system could have been made in order to do
this? Q: Could penalizing excess surpluses as J.M. Keynes had suggested solved the problem?
Origin of China’s Imbalances — You have said that “one of the biggest mistakes analysts make
in their understanding of China’s development is to conflate the nearly four decades since Deng
Xiaoping began his historic reforms into a single, consistent growth model from whose success we
can draw conclusions about the policymaking process. It is much more useful to think about this
period as consisting of four very different stages, the last of which, with great difficulty, we are just
beginning. Q: How long has the Chinese economy exhibited such imbalances between savings &
consumption? Q: Where did this imbalance originate from? Q: At what point did China’s imbalances
go from being healthy imbalance to being destructive?
Capital Misallocation — You have said that “China’s GDP has been substantially overstated by
the amount of bad loans. Investments are worthwhile only if they support future consumption and
production capable of justifying the cost of the investment. The costs of these bad loans and bad
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investments will eventually be amortized over the adjustment period, however, and will necessarily
lower future reported GDP by the amount that past reported GDP had been overstated.” Q: Is there
any way to gauge how much of Chinese investment has been malinvestment?
Chinese Wealth Transfers — Q: How has the CCP managed to favor savings at the expense of
consumption? Q: How has China’s model of growth expropriated the wealth of its people in both
direct, as well as indirect ways? (e.g. financial repression, regressive tax system, environmental
pollution, etc.)
Vested Chinese Interests — You write that for China, “the choices of the past few decades have
become politically entrenched. It is easy for an antidemocratic authoritarian regime to suppress
workers’ rights and shift spending power from consumers to large companies. Stalin did it, after all.
The problem is that years of state-sponsored income concentration creates a potent group of
“vested interests” that will fiercely resist any reforms that would shift spending power back to
consumers. Any successful adjustment process will require a new relationship between the
government, the people, and the elites.” Q: How likely is such an adjustment?
Chinese Capital Fight — Q: How much capital has fled China and how significant is capital flight
as (1) a financial matter and (2) as a political indicator?
GDP Targeting in China — Q: Is the GDP number more of an indicator or a target in China?
Policy Prescriptions for China —The latest data suggest that China has either the second-largest
or third-largest current account surplus in dollar terms. The danger is that this surplus could grow
rapidly as domestic investment declines in the years ahead. Without an offsetting increase in
household spending, the result would be a return of the glut that plagued the world in the 2000s.
Fortunately, the Chinese government has many tools at its disposal to prevent this by shifting
income from elites to ordinary workers and retirees—should it choose to do so. (1) First, the hukou
system should be reformed and eventually eliminated so that all Chinese can gain access to the
government benefits they pay for with taxes regardless of where in the country they currently live.
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(2) Second, the government should expand the quality of its safety net and guarantee reasonable
income security in retirement, including health care. (3) Third, the government should make it easier
for workers to organize and negotiate better pay and labor conditions. (4) Fourth, state-owned
enterprises should pay higher dividends. Ideally, those dividends would be distributed directly to
Chinese households through a dedicated social wealth fund. (5) Fifth, the government should
continue its efforts to improve air and water quality through tighter environmental regulations. (6)
Sixth, the government should reform its tax system by lowering the burden on the poor and middleincome consumers while raising taxes on the highest earners. (7) Last, the government should
continue to prop up the value of the yuan, including by selling foreign exchange reserves, if
necessary, which would help shift purchasing power from the owners of exporting companies to
regular Chinese consumers. Q: What are some of the mechanisms by which China’s ruling elite
can redistribute wealth from themselves to ordinary workers and retirees? Q: What are some of the
most politically feasible tools available and which of those can be most effective? Q: Are you
optimistic about this process?
Policy Prescriptions for the EU — Fixing Europe’s fiscal position requires more creativity. Ideally,
each country would cut taxes and boost spending as appropriate to its own domestic needs.
Germany, for example, could shift from a budget surplus worth 2 percent of GDP to a 4 percent
deficit by lowering its high taxes, by improving income security for its workers, and by finally making
necessary investments in roads, bridges, high-speed rail, broadband, and green energy. The
Netherlands, meanwhile, could help its struggling households get out from their massive housing
debt burdens by lowering income and value-added taxes and by loosening its onerous bankruptcy
laws. Those policies would be good for people in Germany and the Netherlands, but they would
not be nearly enough to affect Europe’s overall balance, which has shifted so much since 2012
because of changes in the crisis countries. Based purely on economic conditions, the biggest
budget deficits should be in the euro area countries least able to sustain them: Greece, Italy, and
Spain. This is a problem. The most practical solution is to federalize European fiscal policy as much
as possible. National governments would spend less, tax less, and borrow less, thereby allowing
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them to honor their treaty commitments without turning the euro area into a permanent menace for
the rest of the world. The European Investment Bank could become the main funding source for
infrastructure projects across the bloc and could coordinate projects across national borders.
Common deposit insurance and bank resolution would ensure that savings at banks in Greece and
Portugal are always as good as savings at banks in Germany and the Netherlands. Finally, a new
central euro area treasury would take over core spending functions such as unemployment
reinsurance and retirement security, backstop the EIB, issue debt that would be as desirable for
international investors as U.S. Treasury bonds, and levy common taxes. Ideally, those new taxes
would crack down on corporate profit-shifting within the currency bloc and target the net wealth of
the richest residents of the euro area. Q: How realistic is an EU solution that leads to more, not
less federalization of Europe? Q: Is this why a political operative like Christine Lagarde was put in
charge of the ECB?
Policy Prescriptions for the US — In the short term, America’s first objective should be to shift
the burden of absorbing unwanted financial inflows from the U.S. private sector to the federal
government. American households and companies should not be pushed to borrow more than they
can afford out of misguided concerns about the budget deficit or the level of government spending.
As we have shown, the fact that the United States must absorb a permanent financial account
surplus means that the only way to prevent rising American unemployment is with some
combination of higher private borrowing and higher government borrowing. That is why, in the near
term, U.S. Treasury debt should be issued as needed to accommodate the desires of foreign
savers. Lower payroll taxes, larger standard deductions on income taxes, and a better social safety
net, particularly for health expenses, would all help generate the necessary budget deficits while
simultaneously ameliorating the unequal distribution of income. It would be even better if the federal
government absorbed foreign financial flows by directly or indirectly increasing investment in muchneeded American infrastructure, particularly public transit and green energy. Many years of fiscal
austerity and neglect have generated a large backlog of worthwhile projects. Moreover,
infrastructure investment in the United States would almost certainly generate increases in debt-
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servicing capacity that substantially exceeded the additional debt-servicing cost, so it would not
even result in a higher overall debt burden: debt would rise, but GDP would rise by more. Federal
spending could also help sustain demand for American manufactures even if the domestic market
remained swamped by gluts from abroad. . . . The goal would be, not to prevent foreigners from
selling to Americans, but to maintain the existence of a domestic industrial base despite the
distortions caused by underspending in the rest of the world. At the same time, the United States
should also find a way to accommodate the legitimate desires of certain governments to protect
themselves from crises without having those governments accumulate emergency savings
denominated in dollars. Making it easier for foreigners to borrow dollars from the Federal Reserve
would help. In 2008, the Fed offered almost unlimited credit to America’s major allies—including
Korea and Mexico—under relatively generous conditions. In 2013, the Fed established standing
arrangements with central banks in Canada, the euro area, the United Kingdom, Japan, and
Switzerland, although these facilities could theoretically be terminated at any time. Shifting to a
permanent institutional structure and expanding to a wider field of eligible borrowers should help
reduce foreign reserve demand for U.S. assets. These measures, however, are mainly short-term
stopgaps. They are not enough to resolve the underlying problems in the global economy. The
United States would still remain the world’s dumping ground for the world’s excess savings and the
surplus production that comes with it. The open global trading system will remain under threat as
long as elites in the major surplus economies remain committed to a system that continuously
squeezes the purchasing power of their workers and retirees. If we want to end the trade wars
before they further damage the global economy and undermine international peace, we must
therefore address the twin problems of income inequality and the world’s unhealthy dependence
on the U.S. financial system. The United States must take the lead in reforming a broken system
of global trade and, above all, of global capital flows. The deficit countries must find a way to force
the elites in the surplus countries to internalize the costs of their behavior, and they must do so in
the face of substantial opposition from their own elites. There are enormous benefits to a world of
open trade, but there are also costs, and these costs must be addressed if we wish to retain the
benefits. Q: What types of reforms to the international system should the US try and implement?
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